
Companies can use the
machine’s high-performance
computing capabilities to
achieve the equivalent of 20
trillion long mathematic
equations per second (photo by
Chris Eller).
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T
he machine’s sheer mass indicates its power. Seemingly endless cords connect row
after row of boxes. Fans force air through the floor to cool the noisy device that
achieves trillions of mathematical computations in a single second and can simulate
the intricate workings of the human body, jet engines and other devices.

Universities have long used supercomputers for research. Now, a partnership
gives Indiana businesses access to the same high-performance computing resources. 

The program, called the Indiana Initiative for Economic Development (IIED), is the result
of a partnership between IBM Corporation, Indiana University, Purdue University and the
Indiana Economic Development Corporation.

Plans for the initiative first hatched in late 2006, and it was publicly announced in March.
The program is intended to grow high-tech industries in the state and result in job creation, says
Danko Antolovic, the high-performance computing industry liaison with IBM at Indiana University.
He is also a principal scientist with IU's Research Technologies. 

IBM pays for a liaison at IU (Antolovic) and Purdue to work directly with Indiana industries
that will benefit from access to the supercomputer. Purdue’s liaison will start in September after
finishing a doctorate degree, notes Drew Kightlinger, economic/business development executive
for IBM.

Companies that most likely will benefit from this program are already using mathematical
algorithms for highly technical research. The universities offer a software base and operational
support, but partnering companies are expected to complete the actual research on the computer,
Antolovic explains.

The goal is to introduce the benefits of high-performance computing to Indiana companies
so they can create new technologies, increase research grant competitiveness and grow high-tech
industries such as life sciences. 

“High-performance computing could really add to them (developing and existing companies)
being able to accelerate their product, their product development, shorten their time to market
and help them with their research activities,” Kightlinger contends.

The gear and what it can do
Both universities already had supercomputers in place prior to the IIED initiative, but the

machines are highly utilized. IBM agreed
to double the capacity of IU’s Big Red
computer so the additional resources could
be devoted to economic development
purposes, Kightlinger explains.

While the machine is housed at Indiana
University-Bloomington, it’s co-managed
by Purdue University. Researchers at
Purdue can access the computer remotely
from the West Lafayette campus through
a high-speed network that connects the
campuses, explains Gerry McCartney,
university vice president for information
technology and chief information officer.

Businesses approved for use of the
supercomputer at both universities can
access a total of 20 TeraFLOPS, which equals
20 trillion long mathematic equations per
second, Antolovic asserts.
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The IBM e1350 machine can take researchers inside the
human body to simulate the effect of medications on the body
or inside a storm to calculate how it will pass. “You can do virtual
experimentation,” which saves companies time and money,
Antolovic offers.

“The machine is suitable for the kind of computations where
you can simulate and model your processes and discoveries inside a
machine opposed to going out and cutting metal or drilling
holes in the ground or doing wet lab work – all very expensive
experimental work that companies have to do can be circumvented
and done in simulation on a machine like that,” he says.

Antolovic gives this example: automotive companies conducting
virtual crash tests to tweak vehicle parts, instead of wrecking
multiple pieces of equipment. Data from the supercomputer
can then be applied to the product before conducting actual
crash tests, meaning fewer “crashes” are required.

While the supercomputer can simulate test crashes and storms,
researchers aren’t watching their work in virtual reality. In fact,
the computations appear in a text format, Antolovic explains.

An example in life sciences: a medical company using the
technology to search through a database of thousands of molecules
for a certain protein that binds to cancer cells. Doing that type
of work in a lab would be time consuming, Kightlinger relates.
Instead, the supercomputer can help narrow down top options
before scientists work directly with the proteins.

Kightlinger has heard of companies that do research more
appropriate for high-performance computing on a standard
computer, and the work will take several weeks of constant
calculations. On a supercomputer, the company could have
that same answer overnight, he says.

Indiana leading the way
A national study found that 57% of companies surveyed

have computing needs that surpass their desktop equipment.
The Council on Competitiveness, a nonpartisan organization based
in Washington, D.C. that works to enhance U.S. competitiveness
in the global economy, published the study this spring.

More than half of the companies “were forced to scale
down their advanced problems to fit their desktop computers,
resulting in loss of insight, innovation and competitive gain,”
the study states. 

Recommendations included universities and national
laboratories establishing programs that allow industries to adopt
technical computing resources at a lower cost initially. IIED
permits companies to try out the technical computing for free
to discover its value before adopting it full scale or purchasing
equipment.

“The studies clearly show that high-performance computing
is a competitive advantage, but the barrier to it is high. And
their recommendation was to do pretty much what we are
already doing,” Antolovic remarks.

Already, companies had turned to the universities hoping
for answers on how to incorporate high-performance computing
into their product development. Purdue would periodically field
questions from companies interested in gaining access to a
supercomputer. “We didn’t have the dedicated machinery to

help with this task,” McCartney notes. 
The high-performance computing machines are very expensive

and devalue quickly, so it’s unlikely a company would find one
that is not constantly in use. He adds that Purdue’s computer
is always busy.

This program now gives Purdue the extra resources needed
in order to offer start-up assistance. If partnering companies
are successful in their research, they will realize the potential
for new discoveries with the machine is infinite. While gaining
permanent access to a supercomputer is costly, this will give
companies a starting point, McCartney stresses. 

Companies gaining access
About half a dozen companies are already utilizing the

machine or beginning the process, including a couple of large
companies in life sciences and manufacturing, Kightlinger says.
Since the program is still in its infancy, none have completed
work on the machine. 

Businesses interested in using the supercomputer go through
a simple application process. The project needs to be appropriate
for the machine and the intended outcome should bolster economic
development (such as create jobs or attract investments),
Antolovic explains. 

Proposal guidelines and additional information on the Indiana
Initiative for Economic Development are available online at
www.iiecdev.org.
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Resources: Danko Antolovic, IBM Corporation and Indiana
University, at www.iiecdev.org or dantolov@indiana.edu

Drew Kightlinger, IBM Corporation, at dakight@us.ibm.com

Gerry McCartney, Purdue University, at www.itap.purdue.edu

Council on Competitiveness at www.compete.org

Massive in size and capabilities, the supercomputer can conduct
complex research in life sciences, engineering and other fields
(photo by Chris Eller).




